SUMMARY OF NEW FUNDS
(For the period February 25, 2008 to April 18, 2008)

1. Mary Ann Landis Alexander Destiny Scholarship
   Donor: Mary Ann Landis Alexander
   Amount: $97,943
   Background: To provide recognition and financial assistance to undergraduate students enrolled or planning to enroll in the College of Education who are the first generation in their families to attend a college or university, who show academic promise and who have a demonstrated need for funds to meet their necessary college expenses.

2. The Endowment for the Arboretum at Penn State
   Donor: Charles H. Smith
   Amount: Approximately $5,000,000
   Background: To enrich The Arboretum at Penn State by providing monies for the long-term preservation, maintenance, and administration of The Arboretum at Penn State.

3. Dolores K. Brake Nursing Scholarship
   Donor: Dolores K. Brake
   Amount: $50,000
   Background: To provide recognition and financial assistance to outstanding undergraduate students majoring or planning to major in Nursing at Penn State Mont Alto who have a demonstrated need for funds to meet their necessary college expenses.

4. Sue Mann Breedlove and Mark Breedlove Trustee Scholarship in the College of Education
   Donor: Mark H. Breedlove and Susan Mann Breedlove
   Amount: Donors request no amount be publicized
   Background: To provide financial assistance to undergraduate students enrolled or planning to enroll in the College of Education who have a demonstrated need for funds to meet their necessary college expenses.

5. John Bruno Memorial Football Scholarship
   Donor: Anonymous
   Amount: $50,000
   Background: To provide recognition and financial assistance to undergraduate students enrolled or planning to enroll at The Pennsylvania State University who are outstanding student-athletes and have a proficiency in football.

6. Buckley Family Director's Fund for the Business Minor in the College of the Liberal Arts
   Donor: Timothy J. and Frances A. Buckley
   Amount: $250,000
   Background: To enrich the College of the Liberal Arts by providing monies for the support of all activities in the Business Minor.

7. Matthew 25 Cavalline Trustee Scholarship
   Donor: Robert B. Cavalline
   Amount: $70,000
   Background: To provide financial assistance to undergraduate students enrolled or planning to enroll at Penn State DuBois who have a demonstrated need for funds to meet their necessary college expenses.
8. **Endowment for Enhancement of Undergraduate Chemical Education (EEUCE)**
   Donor: Current and former faculty members in the Department of Chemistry
   Amount: Donors request no amount be publicized
   Background: To enrich the Eberly College of Science by providing monies for the enhancement of the undergraduate chemical education program in the Department of Chemistry.

9. **Dina Daniele Scholarship in Education**
   Donor: Dina L. Daniele
   Amount: $50,000
   Background: To provide recognition and financial assistance to outstanding graduate students enrolled in the Master’s of Education program at Penn State Great Valley School of Graduate Professional Studies who have a demonstrated need for funds to meet their necessary college expenses.

10. **Eckel Family Trustee Scholarship**
    Donor: Keith W. Eckel
    Amount: $50,000
    Background: To provide financial assistance to undergraduate students enrolled or planning to enroll in the College of Agricultural Sciences who have a demonstrated need for funds to meet their necessary college expenses.

11. **EDUCATE Technology Scholarship**
    Donor: Vincent R. McLean and Joyce Koch McLean
    Amount: $5,000 annually for five years
    Background: To provide recognition and financial assistance to outstanding undergraduate students enrolled or planning to enroll in the College of Education who have a demonstrated need for funds to meet their necessary college expenses and who are enrolled in a major that requires the purchase of computing technology.

12. **College of Education Technology Fund**
    Donor: Vincent R. McLean and Joyce Koch McLean
    Amount: $115,000 plus $5,000 annually for five years
    Background: To enrich College of Education by providing monies for the Dean of the College of Education to help keep pace with ever-changing and evolving technologies.

    Donor: Robert V. and Merriam K. Edwards
    Amount: $60,154.17 through a complete transfer of the "Robert V. and Merriam K. Edwards Scholarship," which will then cease to exist.
    Background: To provide recognition and financial assistance to outstanding undergraduate students enrolled or planning to enroll in the Schreyer Honors College.

14. **Fred D. Falkinburg Trustee Scholarship**
    Donor: Charles E. Snapp
    Amount: Donors request no amount be publicized
    Background: To provide financial assistance to undergraduate students enrolled or planning to enroll at Penn State DuBois who have a demonstrated need for funds to meet their necessary college expenses.
15. Four Diamonds Fund Endowment for the Pediatric Cancer Experimental Therapeutics Program

Donor: The Four Diamonds Fund
Amount: $5,000,000
Background: To enrich the College of Medicine by providing monies for the development of new therapies for children with cancer from the laboratory bench to the clinic.

16. John Fowler and Betty (Vinson) Fowler Family Endowed Scholarship for Golf

Donor: John Fowler, Jr.
Amount: $57,500
Background: To provide recognition and financial assistance to undergraduate students enrolled or planning to enroll at The Pennsylvania State University who are outstanding student-athletes and have a proficiency in men's or women's golf.

17. Louis J. and Donna M. Grabowsky Trustee Scholarship

Donor: Louis J. and Donna M. Grabowsky
Amount: $54,000
Background: To provide financial assistance to undergraduate students enrolled or planning to enroll in The Mary Jean and Frank P. Smeal College of Business who have a demonstrated need for funds to meet their necessary college expenses.

18. Erin K. Harrington ’04 Field Hockey Endowed Scholarship in Memory of Christine G. Harrington ’75 and Nancy J. Harrington ’77

Donor: Daniel M. and Vilma R. Harrington
Amount: $50,000
Background: To provide recognition and financial assistance to undergraduate students enrolled or planning to enroll at The Pennsylvania State University who are outstanding student-athletes and have a proficiency in field hockey.

19. William G. and Marie E. Knecht Scholarship in Memory of Anne Knecht Starner ’91

Donor: William G. and Marie E. Knecht
Amount: $61,000
Background: To provide recognition and financial assistance to undergraduate students enrolled or planning to enroll at The Pennsylvania State University who are outstanding student-athletes and have a proficiency in women's basketball.

20. Isabel F. Knight Graduate Fellowship in History

Donor: Robert E. Miller
Amount: $250,000 through a complete transfer from the "Isabel F. Knight Graduate Enrichment Fund in History," which will then cease to exist. The remainder of the commitment will be pledged over five years.
Background: To recognize and provide financial assistance to outstanding graduate students who have been admitted to The Pennsylvania State University as candidates for a graduate degree in History in the College of the Liberal Arts.

21. Mathematics Advanced Seminar Semester (MASS) Program Endowment

Donor: George E. Andrews and alumni and faculty members in the Department of Mathematics
Amount: $25,000
Background: To enrich the Eberly College of Science by providing monies for support of the Mathematics Advanced Seminar Semester (MASS) Program in the Department of Mathematics.
22. **Paul R. and Ruth H. McCleester Fund for the Advancement of Workforce Education and Development**

   Donor: Estate of Paul R. McCleester  
   Amount: $200,000  
   Background: To enrich the College of Education by providing monies to encourage the application of new methods, procedures, and teaching aids, and adapting academic and industrial research to the classroom, in workshops, on-the-job training and other facets of the education/training process in the Workforce Education and Development program.

23. **Penn State College of Medicine Match Day Celebration Endowment**

   Donor: Penn State Alumni Association  
   Amount: $300,000 as a gift from the Penn State Alumni Association Margin of Excellence Fund  
   Background: To enrich the College of Medicine by providing monies for Match Day celebration activities.

24. **Heath and Micaela Mitts Endowed Athletic Scholarship**

   Donor: Heath A. and Micaela A. Mitts  
   Amount: $50,000 plus $50,000 from the future estate  
   Background: To provide recognition and financial assistance to undergraduate students enrolled or planning to enroll at The Pennsylvania State University who are outstanding student-athletes.

25. **David and Anna Morris Football Endowed Scholarship**

   Donor: David C. and Anna A. Morris  
   Amount: $50,000  
   Background: To provide recognition and financial assistance to undergraduate students enrolled or planning to enroll at The Pennsylvania State University who are outstanding student-athletes and have a proficiency in football.

26. **Lois J. and Glenn M. Moyer Trustee Scholarship in the Smeal College of Business**

   Donor: Glenn M. and Lois J. Moyer  
   Amount: $50,000  
   Background: To provide financial assistance to undergraduate students enrolled or planning to enroll in The Mary Jean and Frank P. Smeal College of Business who have a demonstrated need for funds to meet their necessary college expenses.

27. **Navasky Family Endowed Fund for Wrestling**

   Donor: Edward Navasky  
   Amount: $25,000  
   Background: To enrich Intercollegiate Athletics at The Pennsylvania State University by providing monies for the unrestricted support of the wrestling program.

28. **Sarma V. and Rama Pisupati Endowed Scholarship in Energy Engineering**

   Donor: Sarma V. and Rama Pisupati  
   Amount: $50,000  
   Background: To provide recognition and financial assistance to outstanding undergraduate students majoring or planning to major in Energy Engineering in the College of Earth and Mineral Sciences.
29. **Thomas A. Plein Foundation Trustee Scholarship**
   
   Donor: Thomas A. Plein Foundation  
   Amount: $50,000  
   Background: To provide financial assistance to undergraduate students enrolled or planning to enroll at Penn State Harrisburg who have a demonstrated need for funds to meet their necessary college expenses.

30. **Joseph Priestley Lectureship in Anesthesiology**
   
   Donor: College of Medicine  
   Amount: $500,000 through a transfer from the AEF Reserve  
   Background: To support lectures by outstanding nationally or internationally recognized leaders in the field of anesthesiology.

31. **Richard and Lorraine Puleo Endowed Wrestling Scholarship**
   
   Donor: Richard and Lorraine Puleo  
   Amount: $50,000  
   Background: To provide recognition and financial assistance to undergraduate students enrolled or planning to enroll at The Pennsylvania State University who are outstanding student-athletes and have a proficiency in wrestling.

32. **Department of Radiology Women's Imaging Program Endowment**
   
   Donor: College of Medicine  
   Amount: $500,000 through a transfer from the AEF Reserve  
   Background: To enrich the College of Medicine by providing monies for the Women's Imaging Program.

33. **Rakowich Family President's Future Fund Endowment**
   
   Donor: Walter C. Rakowich  
   Amount: $50,000  
   Background: To enrich The Pennsylvania State University by providing monies for discretionary purposes that will support a variety of initiatives not otherwise possible at the University.

34. **Rakowich Family Future Fund Endowment in the Smeal College of Business**
   
   Donor: Walter C. Rakowich  
   Amount: $50,000  
   Background: To enrich The Mary Jean and Frank P. Smeal College of Business by providing monies for discretionary purposes that will support a variety of initiatives not otherwise possible in the College.

35. **Elaine Reidman and Andrew J. Phillips Graduate Scholarship in the College of the Liberal Arts**
   
   Donor: Andrew J. Phillips and Elaine Reidman Phillips  
   Amount: $150,000  
   Background: To provide recognition and financial assistance to outstanding graduate students enrolled or planning to enroll in the College of the Liberal Arts.

36. **Morrie Schwab/Phi Sigma Delta Sigma Educational Foundation Trustee Scholarship**
   
   Donor: Phi Sigma Delta Sigma Educational Foundation  
   Amount: $100,000  
   Background: To provide financial assistance to undergraduate students enrolled or planning to enroll at Penn State Harrisburg who have a demonstrated need for funds to meet their necessary college expenses.
37. **Donald C. Shirey Trustee Scholarship**
   Donor: Donald C. Shirey
   Amount: $100,000
   Background: To provide financial assistance to undergraduate students enrolled or planning to enroll in the College of Earth and Mineral Sciences who have a demonstrated need for funds to meet their necessary college expenses.

38. **Stephen R. Smith and Eileen Baumgarten Smith Endowed Men's Basketball Scholarship**
   Donor: Stephen R. Smith and Eileen Baumgarten Smith
   Amount: $50,000
   Background: To provide recognition and financial assistance to undergraduate students enrolled or planning to enroll at The Pennsylvania State University who are outstanding student-athletes and is a member of the varsity men's basketball team.

39. **Charles A. and Linda E. Sorber Trustee Scholarship in Engineering**
   Donor: Charles A. and Linda E. Sorber
   Amount: $50,000
   Background: To provide financial assistance to undergraduate students enrolled or planning to enroll in the College of Engineering who have a demonstrated need for funds to meet their necessary college expenses.

40. **Alyce Spector Tolerance and Diversity Program Fund at Penn State Harrisburg**
   Donor: Morton Spector and Michael and Madlyn Hanes
   Amount: Donors request no amount be publicized
   Background: To enrich Penn State Harrisburg by providing monies for ongoing programming in the areas of tolerance and diversity.

41. **Wolford Swimmer Trustee Scholarship**
   Donor: Joshua and Maria Swimmer
   Amount: $100,000
   Background: To provide financial assistance to undergraduate students enrolled or planning to enroll at Penn State Fayette who have a demonstrated need for funds to meet their necessary college expenses.

42. **Christopher Votta Trustee Scholarship in the Smeal College of Business**
   Donor: Christopher D. Votta
   Amount: $52,500 plus $52,000 in matching gifts from Ernst & Young
   Background: To provide financial assistance to undergraduate students enrolled or planning to enroll in The Mary Jean and Frank P. Smeal College of Business who have a demonstrated need for funds to meet their necessary college expenses.

43. **Karen Weston Memorial Trustee Scholarship**
   Donor: Kenneth R. Weston
   Amount: $75,000
   Background: To provide financial assistance to undergraduate students enrolled or planning to enroll in the College of Arts and Architecture who have a demonstrated need for funds to meet their necessary college expenses.